Businesses and businessmen always have need to setup conferences.
However, there is always a constraint in the ability to get all participants together
to have the conference in one location. Therefore there is a need to have a
business tool that will permit the participants to call into a conference bridge
facility to carry out the conference as if they are in one conference room from
wherever they may be. A conference bridge facility provided by Alpha
Technologies Limited permits up to 50 participants from different networks, local
or international, to call into a SMAT number and participate in a conference. All
local networks in Nigeria have the capability to setup on-net conference. This
means that only subscribers of that network can participate in that conference.
Alpha Technologies has many types of conference facilities. One of them allows
for anybody to originate and setup a conference. This is what we call a general
conference. A conference number 070070707070 is dedicated for this purpose.
To proceed, follow these steps;
Choose any preferable unique conference ID number and PIN
number. (For example, conference ID number is 111 and PIN
number is 123).

The conference originator will notify all prospective participants of the
date and time for the conference before time.
Distribute the chosen conference ID number and PIN number to the
participants.
On the appointed date and time, participants will dial

070070707070
There will be a voice prompt. Follow the voice prompt.
Enter the conference ID number followed by the # key.
Enter the PIN number followed by the # key.
Enter the conference.
Note that in a general conference of this nature all participants should ensure that
they have sufficient credits on their phones before the conference or else they will
fall out of the conference. If this happens they can rejoin the conference after
recharging their phones by following the same steps listed above.
You may enquire from ALPHA other forms of conference bridge facilities where
participants can dial into a toll free number and carry out a conference without the
possiblity of any participant falling out of the conference.
There is no subscription required for setup of this service. Also the conference
can be recorded.
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